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A Distance-Based Approach to Strong Target
Control of Dynamical Networks
H. J. van Waarde, M. K. Camlibel and H. L. Trentelman
Abstract—This paper deals with controllability of dynamical
networks. It is often unfeasible or unnecessary to fully control
large-scale networks, which motivates the control of a prescribed
subset of agents of the network. This specific form of output
control is known under the name target control. We consider
target control of a family of linear control systems associated
with a network, and provide both a necessary and a sufficient
topological condition under which the network is strongly tar-
geted controllable. Furthermore, a leader selection algorithm is
presented to compute leader sets achieving target control.
Index Terms—Target Control, Dynamical Networks, Output
Controllability, Zero Forcing, Leader Selection Algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
DURING the last two decades, networks of dynamicalagents have been extensively studied. It is customary to
represent the infrastructure of such networks by a graph, where
nodes are identified with agents and arcs correspond to the
communication between agents. In the study of controllability
of networks, two types of nodes are distinguished: leaders,
which are influenced by external input, and followers whose
dynamics are completely determined by the behaviour of their
neighbours. Network controllability comprises the ability to
drive the states of all nodes of the network to any desired
state, by applying appropriate input to the leaders.
Motivated by model uncertainties, the notion of structural
controllability of linear control systems fully described by the
pair (A,B) was introduced by Lin [10]. Here the matrices
A and B are zero-nonzero patterns, i.e. each entry of A and
B is either a fixed zero or a free nonzero parameter. In this
framework, weak structural controllability requires almost all
realizations of (A,B) to be controllable. That is: for almost all
parameter settings of the entries of A and B, the pair (A,B)
is controllable. Lin provided a graph-theoretic condition under
which (A,B) is weakly structurally controllable in the single-
input case. Many papers followed [10], amongst others we
name [7] and [17] in which extensions to multiple leaders are
given, and the article [12], that introduces strong structural
controllability, which requires all realizations of (A,B) to be
controllable.
In recent years, structural controllability gained much at-
tention in the study of networks of dynamical agents [3],
[4], [11], [14], [19]. With a given network graph, a family
of linear control systems is associated, where the structure
of the state matrix of each system depends on the network
topology, and the input matrix is determined by the leader set.
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In this framework, a network is said to be weakly (strongly)
structurally controllable if almost all (all) systems associated
to the network are controllable. The graph-theoretic results
obtained in classical papers [10], [12] lend themselves excel-
lently in the study of structural controllability of networks.
A topological condition for weak structural controllability of
networks is given in terms of maximum matchings in [11],
while strong structural controllability is fully characterized in
terms of zero forcing sets in [14]. Such graph-theoretic con-
ditions have a considerable advantage in their computational
robustness compared to rank conditions, and aid in finding
leader selection procedures.
However, in large-scale networks with high vertex degrees,
a substantial amount of nodes must be chosen as leader
to achieve full control in the strong sense, which is often
unfeasible. Furthermore, in some applications full control
over the network is unnecessary. Hence, we are interested in
controlling a subset of agents, called target nodes. This specific
form of output control is known under the name target control
[6], [13]. Potential applications of target control within the
areas of biology, chemical engineering and economic networks
are identified in [6].
A network is said to be strongly targeted controllable if
all systems in the family associated to the network graph are
targeted controllable. In this paper we consider strong targeted
controllability for the class of state matrices called distance-
information preserving matrices. The adjacency matrix and
symmetric, indegree and outdegree Laplacian matrices are ex-
amples of distance-information preserving matrices. As these
matrices are often used to describe network dynamics (see
e.g. [5], [8], [15], [18], [20]), distance-information preserving
matrices form an important class of matrices associated to
network graphs.
Our main results are threefold. Firstly, we provide a suffi-
cient topological condition for strong targeted controllability
of networks, that substantially generalizes the results of [13]
for the class of distance-information preserving matrices. Fur-
thermore, we note that the ‘k-walk theory’ described in [6] is
easily obtained as a special case of our result. Secondly, noting
that our proposed sufficient condition for target control is not
a one-to-one correspondence, we establish a necessary graph-
theoretic condition for strong targeted controllability. Finally,
we provide a two-phase leader selection algorithm consisting
of a binary linear programming phase and a greedy approach
to obtain leader sets achieving target control.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we introduce
preliminaries and notation. Subsequently, the problem is stated
in Section III. Our main results are presented in Section IV.
Finally, Section V contains our conclusions.
2II. PRELIMINARIES
Consider a directed graph G = (V,E), where V is a set of
n vertices, and E is the set of directed arcs. The cardinality
of a vertex set V ′ is denoted by |V ′|. Throughout this paper,
all graphs are assumed to be simple and without self-loops.
We define the distance d(u, v) between two vertices u, v ∈
V as the length of the shortest path from u to v. If there does
not exist a path in the graph G from vertex u to v, the distance
d(u, v) is defined as infinite. Moreover, the distance from a
vertex to itself is equal to zero.
For a nonempty subset S ⊆ V and a vertex j ∈ V , the
distance from S to j is defined as
d(S, j) := min
i∈S
d(i, j). (1)
A directed graph G = (V,E) is called bipartite if there exist
disjoint sets of vertices V − and V + such that V = V − ∪ V +
and (u, v) ∈ E only if u ∈ V − and v ∈ V +. We denote
bipartite graphs by G = (V −, V +, E), to indicate the partition
of the vertex set.
A. Qualitative class and pattern class
The qualitative class of a directed graph G is a family of
matrices associated to the graph. Each of the matrices of this
class contains a nonzero element in position i, j if and only
if there is an arc (j, i) in G, for i 6= j. More explicitly, the
qualitative class Q(G) of a graph G is given by
Q(G) = {X ∈ Rn×n | for i 6= j, Xij 6= 0 ⇐⇒ (j, i) ∈ E}.
Note that the diagonal elements of a matrix X ∈ Q(G) do
not depend on the structure of G, these are ‘free elements’ in
the sense that they can be either zero or nonzero.
Next, we look at a different class of matrices associated to
a bipartite graph G = (V −, V +, E), where the vertex sets V −
and V + are given by
V − = {r1, r2, ..., rs}
V + = {q1, q2, ..., qt}.
(2)
The pattern class P(G) of the bipartite graph G, with vertex
sets V − and V + given by (2), is defined as
P(G) = {M ∈ Rt×s |Mij 6= 0 ⇐⇒ (rj , qi) ∈ E}. (3)
Note that the cardinalities of V − and V + can differ, hence the
matrices in the pattern class P(G) are not necessarily square.
B. Subclass of distance-information preserving matrices
In this subsection we investigate properties of the powers
of matrices belonging to the qualitative class Q(G). The
relevance of these properties will become apparent later on,
when we provide a graph-theoretic condition for targeted
controllability of systems defined on graphs.
We first provide the following lemma, which states that
if the distance between two nodes is greater than k, the
corresponding element in Xk is zero.
Lemma 1. Consider a directed graph G = (V,E), two
distinct vertices i, j ∈ V , a matrix X ∈ Q(G) and a positive
integer k. If d(j, i) > k, then (Xk)ij = 0.
Proof: The proof follows easily by induction on k, and
is therefore omitted.
Subsequently, we consider the class of matrices for which
(Xk)ij is nonzero if the distance d(j, i) is exactly equal to
k. Such matrices are called distance-information preserving,
more precisely:
Definition 1. Consider a directed graph G = (V,E). A matrix
X ∈ Q(G) is called distance-information preserving if for any
two distinct vertices i, j ∈ V we have that d(j, i) = k implies
(Xk)ij 6= 0.
Although the distance-information preserving property does
not hold for all matrices X ∈ Q(G), it does hold for the
adjacency and Laplacian matrices [16]. Because these matri-
ces are often used to describe network dynamics, distance-
information preserving matrices form an important subclass
of Q(G), which from now on will be denoted by Qd(G).
C. Zero forcing sets
In this section we review the notion of zero forcing. The
reason for this is the correspondence between zero forcing sets
and the sets of leaders rendering a system defined on a graph
controllable. More on this will follow in the next subsection.
For now, let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with vertices
colored either black or white. The color-change rule is defined
in the following way: If u ∈ V is a black vertex and exactly
one out-neighbour v ∈ V of u is white, then change the color
of v to black [9].
When the color-change rule is applied to u to change the
color of v, we say u forces v, and write u→ v.
Given a coloring of G, that is: given a set C ⊆ V containing
black vertices only, and a set V \ C consisting of only white
vertices, the derived set D(C) is the set of black vertices
obtained by applying the color-change rule until no more
changes are possible [9].
A zero forcing set for G is a subset of vertices Z ⊆ V
such that if initially the vertices in Z are colored black and
the remaining vertices are colored white, then D(Z) = V .
Finally, for a given zero forcing set, we can construct the
derived set, listing the forces in the order in which they were
performed. This list is called a chronological list of forces.
Note that such a list does not have to be unique.
Example 1. Consider the directed graph G = (V,E) depicted
in Figure 1 and let C = {2}.
1
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Fig. 1. Graph G.
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Fig. 2. Force 2 → 4.
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Fig. 3. Force 4 → 5.
Note that vertex 2 can force 4, and subsequently node 4 can
force 5. No further color changes can be made, so D(C) =
{2, 4, 5}. As D(C) 6= V , C is not a zero forcing set. However,
suppose we choose C = {1, 2}. In this case it is easy to see
that we can color all vertices black, hence C = {1, 2} is a
zero forcing set.
3D. Systems defined on graphs
Consider a directed graph G = (V,E), where the vertex
set is given by V = {1, 2, ..., n}. Furthermore, let V ′ =
{v1, v2, ..., vr} ⊆ V be a subset. The n× r matrix P (V ;V ′)
is defined by
Pij =
{
1 if i = vj
0 otherwise. (4)
We now introduce the subset VL ⊆ V consisting of so-called
leader nodes, i.e. agents of the network to which an external
control input is applied. The remaining nodes V \ VL are
appropriately called followers. We consider finite-dimensional
linear time-invariant systems of the form
x˙(t) = Xx(t) + Uu(t), (5)
where x ∈ Rn is the state and u ∈ Rm is the input of the
system. Here X ∈ Q(G) and U = P (V ;VL), for some leader
set VL ⊆ V . An important notion regarding systems of the
form (5) is the notion of strong structural controllability.
Definition 2. [14] A system of the form (5) is called strongly
structurally controllable if the pair (X,U) is controllable for
all X ∈ Q(G).
In the case that (5) is strongly structurally controllable we
say (G;VL) is controllable, with a slight abuse of terminol-
ogy. There is a one-to-one correspondence between strong
structural controllability and zero forcing sets, as stated in the
following theorem.
Theorem 2. [14] Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and let
VL ⊆ V be a leader set. Then (G;VL) is controllable if and
only if VL is a zero forcing set.
In this paper, we are primarily interested in cases for which
(G;VL) is not controllable. In such cases, we wonder whether
we can control the state of a subset VT ⊆ V of nodes, called
target nodes. To this extent we specify an output equation
y(t) = Hx(t), which together with (5) yields the system
x˙(t) = Xx(t) + Uu(t)
y(t) = Hx(t),
(6)
where y ∈ Rp is the output of the system consisting of the
states of the target nodes, and H = PT (V ;VT ). Note that
the ability to control the states of all target nodes in VT is
equivalent with the output controllability of system (6) [13].
As the output of system (6) specifically consists of the states
of the target nodes, we say (6) is targeted controllable if it is
output controllable.
Furthermore, system (6) is called strongly targeted control-
lable if (X,U,H) is targeted controllable for all X ∈ Q(G)
[13]. In case (6) is strongly targeted controllable, we say
(G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with respect to Q(G). The
term ‘with respect to Q(G)’ clarifies the class of state matri-
ces under consideration. This paper mainly considers strong
targeted controllability with respect to Qd(G). We conclude
this section with well-known conditions for strong targeted
controllability. Let U = P (V ;VL) and H = PT (V ;VT ) be the
input and output matrices respectively, and define the reach-
able subspace
〈
X | imU
〉
= imU+X imU+· · ·+Xn−1 imU .
Proposition 3. [13] The following statements are equivalent:
1) (G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with respect to Q(G)
2) rank (HU HXU · · · HXn−1U) = p ∀X ∈ Q(G)
3) H〈X | imU〉 = Rp ∀X ∈ Q(G)
4) kerH + 〈X | imU〉 = Rn ∀X ∈ Q(G).
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Strong targeted controllability with respect to Q(G) was
studied in [13], and a sufficient graph-theoretic condition was
provided. Motivated by the fact that Qd(G) contains important
network-related matrices like the adjacency and Laplacian
matrices, we are interested in extending the results of [13] to
the class of distance-information preserving matrices Qd(G).
More explicitly, the problem that we will investigate in this
paper is given as follows.
Problem 1. Given a directed graph G = (V,E), a leader
set VL ⊆ V and target set VT ⊆ V , provide necessary and
sufficient graph-theoretic conditions under which (G;VL;VT )
is targeted controllable with respect to Qd(G).
Such graph-theoretic conditions have a considerable ad-
vantage in their computational robustness compared to rank
conditions, and aid in finding leader selection procedures. In
addition, we are interested in a method to compute leader sets
achieving targeted controllability. More precisely:
Problem 2. Given a directed graph G = (V,E) and target set
VT ⊆ V , compute a leader set VL ⊆ V of minimum cardinality
such that (G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with respect to
Qd(G).
IV. MAIN RESULTS
Our main results are presented in this section. Firstly, in
Section IV-A we provide a sufficient graph-theoretic condition
for strong targeted controllability with respect to Qd(G). Sub-
sequently, in Section IV-B we review the notion of sufficient
richness of subclasses, and prove that the subclass Qd(G) is
sufficiently rich. This result allows us to establish a necessary
condition for strong targeted controllability, which is presented
in Section IV-C. Finally, in Section IV-D we show Problem 2
is NP-hard and provide a heuristic leader selection algorithm
to determine leader sets achieving targeted controllability.
A. Sufficient condition for targeted controllability
This section discusses a sufficient graph-theoretic condition
for strong targeted controllability. We first introduce some
notions that will become useful later on.
Consider a directed graph G = (V,E) with a leader set VL
and target set VT . The derived set of VL is given by D(VL).
Furthermore, let VS ⊆ V \ D(VL) be a subset. We partition
the set VS according to the distance of its nodes with respect
to D(VL), that is
VS = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vd, (7)
where for j ∈ VS we have j ∈ Vi if and only if d(D(VL), j) =
i for i = 1, 2, ..., d. Moreover, we define Vˇi and Vˆi to be the
4sets of vertices in VS of distance respectively less than i and
greater than i with respect to D(VL). More precisely:
Vˇi := V1 ∪ ... ∪ Vi−1 for i = 2, ..., d
Vˆi := Vi+1 ∪ ... ∪ Vd for i = 1, ..., d− 1
(8)
By convention Vˇ1 = ∅ and Vˆd = ∅. With each of
the sets V1, V2, ..., Vd we associate a bipartite graph Gi =
(D(VL), Vi, Ei), where for j ∈ D(VL) and k ∈ Vi we have
(j, k) ∈ Ei if and only if d(j, k) = i in the network graph G.
Example 2. We consider the network graph G = (V,E) as
depicted in Figure 4. The set of leaders is VL = {1, 2}, which
implies that D(VL) = {1, 2, 3}.
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Fig. 4. Graph G with VL = {1, 2}.
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Fig. 5. D(VL) = {1, 2, 3}.
In this example, we define the subset VS ⊆ V \D(VL) as
VS := {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Note that VS can be partitioned according
to the distance of its nodes with respect to D(VL) as VS =
V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3, where V1 = {4, 5}, V2 = {6, 7} and V3 = {8}.
The bipartite graphs G1, G2 and G3 are given in Figures 6,7
and 8 respectively.
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Fig. 6. Graph G1.
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3
Fig. 7. Graph G2.
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3
Fig. 8. Graph G3.
The main result presented in this section is given in Theorem 4.
This statement provides a sufficient graph-theoretic condition
for targeted controllability of (G;VL;VT ) with respect to
Qd(G).
Theorem 4. Consider a directed graph G = (V,E), with
leader set VL ⊆ V and target set VT ⊆ V . Let VT \D(VL) be
partitioned as in (7), and assume D(VL) is a zero forcing set
in Gi = (D(VL), Vi, Ei) for i = 1, 2, ..., d. Then (G;VL;VT )
is targeted controllable with respect to Qd(G).
The ‘k-walk theory’ for target control, described in [6] is
just a special case of Theorem 4. Indeed, in the single-leader
case, the condition of Theorem 4 reduces to the condition that
no pair of target nodes has the same distance with respect to
the leader. However, it is worth mentioning that Theorem 4
holds for general directed graphs and multiple leaders, while
the results of [6] are only applicable to directed tree networks
in the case that the leader set is singleton. Furthermore, note
that Theorem 4 significantly improves the known condition
for strong targeted controllability given in [13] for the class
Qd(G). In Theorem 4 target nodes with arbitrary distance with
respect to the derived set are allowed, while the main result
Theorem VI.6 of [13] is restricted to target nodes of distance
one with respect to D(VL). Before proving Theorem 4, we
provide an illustrative example and two auxiliary lemmas.
Example 3. Once again, consider the network graph depicted
in Figure 4, with leader set VL = {1, 2} and assume the target
set is given by VT = {1, 2, ..., 8}. The goal of this example is
to prove that (G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with respect
to Qd(G).
Note that VS := VT \D(VL) is given by VS = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8},
which is partitioned according to (7) as VS = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3,
where V1 = {4, 5}, V2 = {6, 7} and V3 = {8}. The graphs
G1, G2 and G3 have been computed in Example 2. Note that
D(VL) = {1, 2, 3} is a zero forcing set in all three graphs
(see Figures 6, 7 and 8). We conclude by Theorem 4 that
(G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with respect to Qd(G).
Lemma 5. Consider a directed graph G = (V,E) with leader
set VL ⊆ V and target set VT ⊆ V . Let Qs(G) ⊆ Q(G) be
any subclass. Then (G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with
respect to Qs(G) if and only if (G;D(VL);VT ) is targeted
controllable with respect to Qs(G).
Proof: Let U = P (V ;VL) index the leader set VL and
W = P (V ;D(VL)) index the derived set of VL. We have that
(G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with respect to Qs(G) if
and only if
H
〈
X | imU
〉
= Rp for all X ∈ Qs(G), (9)
However, as
〈
X | imU
〉
=
〈
X | imW
〉
for any X ∈ Q(G)
(see Lemma VI.2 of [13]), (9) holds if and only if
H
〈
X | imW
〉
= Rp for all X ∈ Qs(G). (10)
We conclude that (G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with
respect to Qs(G) if and only if (G;D(VL);VT ) is targeted
controllable with respect to Qs(G).
Lemma 6. Let G = (V −, V +, E) be a bipartite graph and
assume V − is a zero forcing set in G. Then all matrices M ∈
P(G) have full row rank.
Proof: Note that forces of the form u→ v, where u, v ∈
V + are not possible, as G is a bipartite graph. Relabel the
nodes of V − and V + such that a chronological list of forces
is given by ui → vi, where ui ∈ V − and vi ∈ V + for
i = 1, 2, ..., |V +|. Let M ∈ P(G) be a matrix in the pattern
class of G. Note that the element Mii is nonzero, as ui → vi.
Furthermore, Mji is zero for all j > i. The latter follows from
the fact that ui would not be able to force vi if there was an
arc (ui, vj) ∈ E. We conclude that the columns 1, 2, ..., |V +|
of M are linearly independent, hence M has full row rank.
Proof of Theorem 4: Let D(VL) = {1, 2, ...,m}, and
assume without loss of generality that the matrix U has the
form (see Lemma 5):
U =
(
Im×m 0m×(n−m)
)T
. (11)
Furthermore, we let VS := VT \ D(VL) be given by
5{m + 1,m + 2, ..., p}, where the vertices are ordered in
non-decreasing distance with respect to D(VL). Partition VS
according to the distance of its nodes with respect to D(VL)
as
VS = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vd, (12)
where for j ∈ VS we have j ∈ Vi if and only if d(D(VL), j) =
i for i = 1, 2, ..., d. Finally, assume the target set VT contains
all nodes in the derived set D(VL). This implies that the matrix
H is of the form
H =
(
Ip×p 0p×(n−p)
)
. (13)
Note that by the structure of H and U , the matrix HX iU is
simply the p×m upper left corner submatrix of X i. We now
claim that HX iU can be written as follows.
HX iU =


Λi
Mi
0i

 , (14)
where Mi ∈ P(Gi) is a |Vi| ×m matrix in the pattern class
of Gi, Λi is an
(
m+ |Vˇi|
)
×m matrix containing elements of
lesser interest, and 0i is a zero matrix of dimension |Vˆi| ×m.
We proceed as follows: first we prove that the bottom
submatrix of (14) contains zeros only, secondly we prove that
Mi ∈ P(Gi). From this, we conclude that equation (14) holds.
Note that for k ∈ D(VL) and j ∈ Vˆi, we have d(k, j) > i
and by Lemma 1 it follows that (X i)jk = 0. As D(VL) =
{1, 2, ...,m}, this means that the bottom |Vˆi| ×m submatrix
of HX iU is a zero matrix.
Subsequently, we want to prove that Mi, the middle block of
(14), is an element of the pattern class ∈ P(Gi). Note that the
jth row of Mi corresponds to the element l := m+ |Vˇi|+ j ∈
Vi.
Suppose (Mi)jk 6= 0 for a k ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} and j ∈
{1, 2, ..., |Vi|}. As Mi is a submatrix of HX iU , this implies
(HX iU)lk 6= 0. Recall that HX iU is the p ×m upper left
corner submatrix of X i, therefore it holds that (X i)lk 6= 0.
Note that for the vertices k ∈ D(VL) and l ∈ Vi we have
d(k, l) ≥ i by the partition of VS . However, as (X i)lk 6= 0
it follows from Lemma 1 that d(k, l) = i. Therefore, by the
definition of Gi, there is an arc (k, l) ∈ Ei.
Conversely, suppose there is an arc (k, l) ∈ Ei for l ∈ Vi
and k ∈ D(VL). This implies d(k, l) = i in the network graph
G. By the distance-information preserving property of X we
consequently have (X i)lk 6= 0. We conclude that (Mi)jk 6= 0
and hence Mi ∈ P(Gi). This implies that equation (14) holds,
We compute the first dm columns of the output controllability
matrix
(
HU HXU HX2U . . . HXdU
)
as follows:

I ∗ ∗ . . . ∗ ∗
0 M1 ∗ . . . ∗ ∗
0 0 M2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 0
.
.
. ∗ ∗
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. Md−1 ∗
0 0 0 . . . 0 Md


, (15)
where zeros denote zero matrices and asterisks denote matrices
of less interest. As D(VL) is a zero forcing set in Gi for
i = 1, 2, ..., d, the matrices M1,M2, ...,Md have full row rank
by Lemma 6. We conclude that the matrix (15) has full row
rank, and consequently (G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable
with respect to Qd(G).
Note that the condition given in Theorem 4 is sufficient,
but not necessary. One can verify that the graph G = (V,E)
with leader set VL = {1} and target set VT = {2, 3} depicted
in Figure 9 is an example of a graph for which (G;VL;VT )
is targeted controllable with respect to Qd(G). However, this
graph does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.
1
2
3
4 1
2 4
3 5
Fig. 9. Theorem 4 not necessary. Fig. 10. Theorem 11 not sufficient.
B. Sufficient richness of Qd(G)
The notion of sufficient richness of a qualitative subclass
was introduced in [14]. We provide an equivalent definition as
follows.
Definition 3. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with leader
set VL ⊆ V . A subclass Qs(G) ⊆ Q(G) is called sufficiently
rich if (G;VL) is controllable with respect to Qs(G) implies
(G;VL) is controllable with respect to Q(G).
The following geometric characterization of sufficient rich-
ness is proven in [14].
Proposition 7. A qualitative subclass Qs(G) ⊆ Q(G) is
sufficiently rich if for all z ∈ Rn and X ∈ Q(G) satisfying
zTX = 0, there exists an X ′ ∈ Qs(G) such that zTX ′ = 0.
The goal of this section is to prove that the qualitative
subclass of distance-information preserving matrices is suffi-
ciently rich. This result will be used later on, when we provide
a necessary condition for targeted controllability with respect
to Qd(G). First however, we state two auxiliary lemmas which
will be the building blocks to prove the sufficient richness of
Qd(G).
Lemma 8. Consider q nonzero multivariate polynomials
pi(x), where i = 1, 2, ..., q and x ∈ Rn. There exists an
x¯ ∈ Rn such that pi(x¯) 6= 0 for i = 1, 2, ..., q.
Proof: The proof follows immediately from continuity of
polynomials and is omitted.
Remark: Without loss of generality, we can assume that the
point x¯ ∈ Rn has only nonzero coordinates. Indeed, if pi(x¯) 6=
0 for i = 1, 2, ..., q, there exists an open ball B(x¯) around x¯
in which pi(x) 6= 0 for i = 1, 2, ..., q. Obviously, this open
ball contains a point with the aforementioned property.
Lemma 9. Let X ∈ Q(G) and D = diag (d1, d2, ..., dn) be a
matrix with variable diagonal entries. If d(i, j) = k for distinct
6vertices i and j, then ((XD)k)ji is a nonzero polynomial in
the variables d1, d2, ..., dn.
Proof: Note that ((XD)k)ji is given by
n∑
i1=1
n∑
i2=1
· · ·
n∑
ik−1=1
(XD)i1,i(XD)i2,i1 · · · (XD)j,ik−1 ,
which equals
n∑
i1=1
n∑
i2=1
· · ·
n∑
ik−1=1
diXi1,i · di1Xi2,i1 · · · dik−1Xj,ik−1 . (16)
Since the distance d(i, j) is equal to k, there exists at
least one path of length k from i to j, which we de-
note by (i, i1), (i1, i2), ..., (ik−1, j). It follows that the cor-
responding elements of the matrix X , i.e. the elements
Xi1,i, Xi2,i1 , Xj,ik−1 are nonzero. Therefore, the term
diXi1,i · di1Xi2,i1 · · · dik−1Xj,ik−1 (17)
is nonzero (as a function of di, di1 , di2 , ..., dik−1 ). Further-
more, this combination of k diagonal elements is unique in
the sense that there does not exist another summand on the
right-hand side of (16) with exactly the same elements. This
implies that the term (17) does not vanish (as a polynomial).
We conclude that ((XD)k)ji is a nonzero polynomial function
in the variables d1, d2, ..., dn.
Theorem 10. The subclass Qd(G) is sufficiently rich.
Proof: Given a matrix X ∈ Q(G), using Lemmas 8 and
9, we first prove there exists a diagonal matrix D¯ with nonzero
diagonal components such that XD¯ ∈ Qd(G). From this we
will conclude Qd(G) is sufficiently rich.
Let D = diag (d1, d2, ..., dn) be a matrix with variable
diagonal entries. We define pij := ((XD)d(i,j))ji for distinct
i, j = 1, 2, ..., n. By Lemma 9 we have that pij(d1, d2, ..., dn)
is a nonzero polynomial in the variables d1, d2, ..., dn. More-
over, Lemma 8 states the existence of nonzero real constants
d¯1, d¯2, ..., d¯n such that
pij(d¯1, d¯2, ..., d¯n) 6= 0 for distinct i, j = 1, 2..., n. (18)
Therefore, the choice D¯ = diag (d¯1, d¯2, ..., d¯n) implies XD¯ ∈
Qd(G). Let z ∈ Rn be a vector such that zTX = 0 for
an X ∈ Q(G). The choice of X ′ = XD¯ yields a matrix
X ′ ∈ Qd(G) for which zTX ′ = 0. By Proposition 7 it follows
that Qd(G) is sufficiently rich.
C. Necessary condition for targeted controllability
In addition to the previously established sufficient condition
for targeted controllability, we give a necessary graph-theoretic
condition for targeted controllability in Theorem 11.
Theorem 11. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with leader
set VL ⊆ V and target set VT ⊆ V . If (G;VL;VT ) is targeted
controllable with respect to Qd(G) then VL ∪ (V \ VT ) is a
zero forcing set in G.
Proof: Assume without loss of generality that VL∩VT =
∅. Hence, VL ∪ (V \ VT ) = V \ VT . Partition the vertex set
into VL, V \ (VL ∪ VT ) and VT . Accordingly, the input and
output matrices U = P (V ;VL) and H = PT (V ;VT ) satisfy
U =
(
I 0 0
)T
H =
(
0 0 I
) (19)
Note that kerH = imR, where R = P (V ; (V \VT )) is given
by
R =
(
I 0 0
0 I 0
)T
. (20)
Since for all X ∈ Qd(G) we have
kerH +
〈
X | imU
〉
= Rn, (21)
equivalently,
imR+
〈
X | imU
〉
= Rn, (22)
we obtain 〈
X | im
(
U R
) 〉
= Rn. (23)
As imU ⊆ imR, (23) implies 〈X | imR 〉 = Rn for all
X ∈ Qd(G), equivalently, the pair (X,R) is controllable for
all X ∈ Qd(G). However, by sufficient richness of Qd(G),
it follows that (X,R) is controllable for all X ∈ Q(G). We
conclude from Theorem 2 that V \ VT is a zero forcing set.
Example 4. Consider the directed graph G = (V,E) with
leader set VL = {1, 2} and target set VT = {1, 2, ..., 8}
as depicted in Figure 4. We know from Example 3 that
(G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with respect to Qd(G).
The set VL ∪ (V \ VT ) = {1, 2, 9, 10} is colored black in
Figure 11. Indeed, VL∪ (V \VT ) is a zero forcing set in G. A
possible chronological list of forces is: 1→ 3, 3→ 4, 2→ 5,
4→ 6, 6→ 8 and 9→ 7.
1
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Fig. 11. Zero forcing set. Fig. 12. Example of Algorithm 1.
The condition provided in Theorem 11 is necessary for
targeted controllability, but not sufficient. To prove this fact,
consider the directed graph with leader set VL = {1} and
target set VT = {4, 5} given in Figure 10. It can be shown
that (G;VL;VT ) is not targeted controllable with respect to
Qd(G), even though VL ∪ (V \ VT ) = {1, 2, 3} is a zero
forcing set.
So far, we have provided a necessary and a sufficient
topological condition for targeted controllability. However,
given a network graph with target set, it is not clear how
7to choose leaders achieving target control. Hence, in the
following section we focus on a leader selection algorithm.
D. Leader selection algorithm
The problem addressed in this section is as follows: given
a directed graph G = (V,E) with target set VT ⊆ V ,
find a leader set VL ⊆ V of minimum cardinality such that
(G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with respect to Qd(G).
Such a leader set is called a minimum leader set.
As the problem of finding a minimum zero forcing set is
NP-hard [1], the problem of finding a minimum leader set VL
that achieves controllability of (G;VL) is NP-hard. Since this
controllability problem can be seen as a special case of target
control, where the entire vertex set is regarded as target set,
we therefore conclude that determining a minimum leader set
such that (G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with respect to
Qd(G) is NP-hard.
It is for this reason we propose a heuristic approach
to compute a (minimum) leader set that achieves targeted
controllability. The algorithm consists of two phases. Firstly,
we identify a set of nodes in the graph G from which all
target nodes can be reached. These nodes are taken as leaders.
Secondly, this set of leaders is extended to achieve targeted
controllability.
To explain the first phase of the algorithm, we introduce
some notation. First of all, we define the notion of root set.
Definition 4. Consider a directed graph G = (V,E) and a
target set VT ⊆ V . A subset VR ⊆ V is called a root set of
VT if for any v ∈ VT there exists a vertex u ∈ VR such that
d(u, v) <∞.
A root set of VT of minimum cardinality is called a mini-
mum root set of VT . Note that the cardinality of a minimum
root set of VT is a lower bound on the minimum number of
leaders rendering (G;VL;VT ) targeted controllable. Indeed, it
is easy to see that if there are no paths from any of the leader
nodes to a target node, the graph is not targeted controllable.
The first step of the proposed algorithm is to compute the
minimum root set of VT . Let the vertex and target sets be
given by V = {1, 2, ..., n} and VT = {v1, v2, ..., vp} ⊆ V
respectively. Furthermore, define a matrix A ∈ Rp×n in the
following way. For j ∈ V and vi ∈ VT let
Aij :=
{
1 if d(j, vi) <∞
0 otherwise (24)
That is: the matrix A contains zeros and ones only, where
coefficients with value one indicate the existence of a path
between the corresponding vertices. Finding a minimum root
set of VT boils down to finding a binary vector x ∈ Rn
with minimum number of ones such that Ax ≥ 1, where the
inequality is defined element-wise and 1 denotes the vector
of all ones. In this vector x, coefficients with value one
correspond to elements in the root set of VT . It is for this
reason we can formulate the minimum root set problem as a
binary integer linear program
minimize 1Tx
subject to Ax ≥ 1
and x ∈ {0, 1}n.
(25)
Linear programs of this form can be solved using software like
CPLEX or Matlab. For very large-scale problems one might
resort to heuristic methods (see e.g. [2]). In the following
example we illustrate how the minimum root set problem can
be regarded as a binary integer linear program.
Example 5. Consider the directed graph G = (V,E) with
target set VT = {1, 4, 5, 6, 7} depicted in Figure 12. The goal
of this example is to find a minimum root set for VT . The
matrix A, as defined in (24), is given by
A =


1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 1

 . (26)
Note that x =
(
1 0 0 1 0 0 0
)T
satisfies the in-
equality Ax ≥ 1 and the constraint x ∈ {0, 1}7. Furthermore,
the vector x minimizes 1Tx under these constraints. This can
be seen in the following way: there is no column of A in which
all elements equal 1, hence there is no vector x with a single
one such that Ax ≥ 1 is satisfied. Therefore, x solves the
binary integer linear program (25), from which we conclude
that the choice VR = {1, 4} yields a minimum root set for
VT . Indeed, observe in Figure 12 that we can reach all nodes
in the target set starting from the nodes 1 and 4. It is worth
mentioning that the choice of minimum root set is not unique:
the set {1, 2} is also a minimum root set for VT .
In general, the minimum root set VR of VT does not
guarantee targeted controllability of (G;VR;VT ) with respect
to Qd(G). For instance, it can be shown for the graph G and
target set VT of Example 5 that the leader set VL = {1, 4}
does not render (G;VL;VT ) targeted controllable with respect
to Qd(G). Hence, we propose a greedy approach to extend
the minimum root set of VT to a leader set that does achieve
targeted controllability.
Recall from Theorem 4 that (G;VL;VT ) is targeted control-
lable with respect to Qd(G) if D(VL) is a zero forcing set in
the bipartite graphs Gi = (D(VL), Vi, Ei) for i = 1, 2, ..., d,
where Vi ⊆ VT is the set of target nodes having distance i
from D(VL). Given an initial set of leaders VL, we compute
its derived set D(VL) and verify whether we can force all
nodes in the bipartite graphs Gi for i = 1, 2, ..., d. Suppose
that in the bipartite graph Gk the set Vk cannot be forced by
D(VL) for a k ∈ {1, 2, ..., d}. Let Vk = {v1, v2, ..., vl}, and
suppose vi is the first vertex in Vk that cannot be forced. Then
we choose vi as a leader. Consequently, we have extended our
leader set VL to VL ∪ {vi}. With the extended leader set we
can repeat the procedure, until the leaders render the graph
targeted controllable. This idea is captured more formally in
the following leader selection algorithm. One should recognize
the two phases of leader selection: firstly, a minimum root set
8is computed. Subsequently, the minimum root set is greedily
extended to a leader set achieving targeted controllability.
Algorithm 1: Leader Selection Procedure
Input: Directed graph G = (V,E);
Target set VT ⊆ V ;
Output: Leader set VL ⊆ V achieving target control;
Let VL = ∅;
Compute matrix A, given in (24);
Find a solution x for the linear program (25);
for i = 1 to n;
if xi = 1;
VL = VL ∪ i;
end
end
Compute D(VL);
Set i = 1;
repeat
Compute Vi and Gi = (D(VL), Vi, Ei);
if D(VL) forces Vi in Gi;
i = i+ 1;
else
Let v be the first unforced vertex in Vi;
Set VL = VL ∪ v;
Compute D(VL);
i = 1;
end
until d(D(VL), v) < i for all v ∈ VT ;
return VL.
Example 6. Consider the directed graph given in Figure 13,
with target set VT = {2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20}. The
goal of this example is to compute a leader set VL such that
(G;VL;VT ) is targeted controllable with respect to Qd(G).
The first step of Algorithm 1 is to compute the matrix A,
defined in (24). For this example, A is given as follows.
A =


1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1


Using the Matlab function intlinprog, we find the optimal
solution
x =
(
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
)T
to the binary linear program (25). Hence, a minimum root set
for VT is given by {4, 13}. Following Algorithm 1, we define
our initial leader set VL = {4, 13}. As nodes 4 and 13 both
have three out-neighbours, the derived set of VL is simply
given by D(VL) = {4, 13}. The next step of the algorithm
is to compute the first bipartite graph G1 = (D(VL), V1, E1),
which we display in Figure 14.
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13
Fig. 14. Graph G1 for derived set
D(VL) = {4, 13}.
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13
Fig. 15. Graph G1 for derived set
D(VL) = {2, 4, 13}.
Observe that the nodes 2 and 3 cannot be forced, hence
we choose node 2 as additional leader. The process now
repeats itself, we redefine VL = {2, 4, 13} and compute
D(VL) = {2, 4, 13}. Furthermore, for this leader set, the graph
G1 = (D(VL), V1, E1) is given in Figure 15. In this case, the
set V1 = {3, 17} of nodes having distance one with respect
to D(VL) is forced. Therefore, we continue with the second
bipartite graph G2 = (D(VL), V2, E2), given in Figure 16.
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Fig. 16. Graph G2 for derived set
D(VL) = {2, 4, 13}.
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Fig. 17. Graph G3 for derived set
D(VL) = {2, 4, 13}.
The set V2 is forced by D(VL) in the graph G2, hence we
continue to investigate the third bipartite graph consisting of
nodes having distance three with respect to D(VL). This graph
is displayed in Figure 17. As neither node 8 nor 10 can be
forced, we add node 8 to the leader set. In other words, we
redefine VL = {2, 4, 8, 13}. Furthermore, the derived set of VL
is given by D(VL) = {2, 4, 8, 13}. As we adapted the derived
set, we have to recalculate the bipartite graphs G1, G2, G3
and G4 (see Figures 18, 19, 20 and 21).
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Fig. 18. Graph G1 for derived set
D(VL) = {2, 4, 8, 13}.
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Fig. 19. Graph G2 for derived set
D(VL) = {2, 4, 8, 13}.
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Fig. 20. Graph G3 for derived set
D(VL) = {2, 4, 8, 13}.
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Fig. 21. Graph G4 for derived set
D(VL) = {2, 4, 8, 13}.
Note that in this case D(VL) is a zero forcing set in all four
bipartite graphs. Furthermore, since d(D(VL), v) < 5 for all
v ∈ VT , Algorithm 1 returns the leader set VL = {2, 4, 8, 13}.
This choice of leader set guarantees that (G;VL;VT ) is
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Fig. 13. Directed graph G = (V, E) with encircled target nodes VT = {2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20}.
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Fig. 22. Network graph G = (V, E) with encircled target nodes VT = {2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20}, and leader set VL = {2, 4, 8, 13} colored black.
targeted controllable with respect to Qd(G). For the sake of
clarity, we display the network graph in Figure 22, where
the leader nodes are colored black, and the target nodes are
encircled.
It is worth mentioning that Algorithm 1 can also be applied
to compute a leader set VL such that (G;VL) is controllable.
Indeed, as full control can be regarded as a special case of
target control where the entire vertex set V is chosen as target
set, Algorithm 1 can simply be applied to a directed graph
G = (V,E) with target set V . For example, we can retrieve
the results on minimum leader sets found in [14] for cycle and
complete graphs, using Algorithm 1 and the fact that Qd(G)
is sufficiently rich. That is: for cycle and complete graphs,
Algorithm 1 returns leader sets of respectively 2 and n − 1
leaders, which is in agreement with [14].
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, strong targeted controllability for the class of
distance-information preserving matrices has been discussed.
We have provided a sufficient graph-theoretic condition for
strong targeted controllability, expressed in terms of zero-
forcing sets of particular distance-related bipartite graphs.
We have shown that this result significantly improves the
known sufficient topological condition [13] for strong targeted
controllability of the class of distance-information preserving
matrices. Furthermore, our result contains the ‘k-walk theory’
[6] as a special case.
Motivated by the observation that the aforementioned suf-
ficient condition is not a one-to-one correspondence, we
provided a necessary topological condition for strong targeted
controllability. This condition was proved using the fact that
the subclass of distance-information preserving matrices is
sufficiently rich. Finally, we showed that the problem of deter-
mining a minimum leader set achieving targeted controllability
is NP-hard. Therefore, a heuristic leader selection algorithm
was given to compute (minimum) leader sets achieving tar-
get control. The algorithm comprises two phases: firstly, it
computes a minimum root set of the target set, i.e. a set of
vertices from which all target nodes can be reached. Secondly,
this minimum root set is greedily extended to a leader set
achieving target control.
Both graph-theoretic conditions for strong targeted control-
lability provided in this paper are not one-to-one correspon-
dences. Hence, finding a necessary and sufficient topological
condition for strong targeted controllability is still an open
10
problem. Furthermore, investigating other system-theoretic
concepts like disturbance decoupling and fault detection for
the class of distance-information preserving matrices is among
the possibilities for future research.
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